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The Internet of Things is NOT simply a story about connecting millions of devices to the global Internet. IoT is about what our states and institutions actually DO with Internet connectivity. IoT translates to strategic legislation, operational policy, and tactical events, timelines, and impact on student performance. The requirements of IoT go far beyond the capabilities and decision-making authority of our institutional chief information officers. Therefore, the need for informed leaders at all levels is critical to investments in student success. IoT-associated activity is a major investment in time, money, and people for the foreseeable future.

This session is based on a core narrative: What do we do when our students arrive on our campuses in Internet-enabled vehicles, wearing Internet-enabled clothing, carrying eight to 10 Internet-enabled devices, and with clear expectations that our systems can support them? What do we do as we collect more data about our students? Is this data considered “Pattern of Life Data?” Will we be accused of profiling? Real issues are finance, security versus privacy, policy, staffing, legal, and the presence (or absence) of a viable IoT strategy to provide a framework for future investments.

The IoT phenomenon is unfolding as we speak in your home and community. Does your state have an IoT strategy? Are you ready for the inevitable?
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